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Abstract
A method is considered for identification o{ linear parametric
models based on a least squares identification criterion that is

properties. This last situation occurs often when the identified models are used as a basis for model-based control

formulated in the frequency domain. To this end use is made of
the empirical transfer {unction estimate (ETPE), identified from
time-domain data. As a parametric model structure use is made
ol a finite expansion sequence in terms oI recently introduced
generalized basis iunctions, being g_eneralizations of the classical pulse, Laguerre and Kautz types of bxes. An asymptotic
analysis of the estimated models is provided and conditions for
consistency are formulated. Explicit and transparent bias and
variance expressions are established, the Iatter ones also valid in
a situation of undermodelling.

On the other hand it should be stressed that any frequency
domain data is obtained by some data handling/processing
mechanism that starts off with tirne-domain data. This
is reason not to overestimate the difference between timedomain and frequency-domain identification, see e.g. also

design.

[1

The common way of formulating an identification problem
in the frequency domain is by assuming the availability of the
exact frequency response of the (unknown) linear system,
disturbed by some additive (frequency-domain) noise with
specific properties, as e.g. independence among the several
frequencies. For this situation a large number of identification methods exist mostly dealing with least squares criteria
[9, 18, 24, 20]. ]'fa.xirnum amplitude (/-) criteria are consiciered in [21, 7], while special purpose multivariable algorithms are discussed e.g. in ItO, 1]. Recently also subspace
algorithms have been analyzed for frequency domain identification [t5]. illany more references and techniques can be
found in [19, 17]. A related approach to the problem based
on the discreie Fourier transforms of input and output data
in [13] shows a close resemblance of results with the standard
time-domain approach.
In this paper we will formulate and analyse an identification problenr with an identification criterion formulated in
the frequencl' domain, for a situation in which we consider
time-domain data of input and output samples to be available from measurements. These t,ime-domain signals generate a (frequency-domain) empirical transfer function estimate (ETFE) which represents the data in a least squares
identification criterion. As a parametric model structure we
will use a linear regression form, using a finite series expansion of the model transfer function in terms of very flexible
orthonormal basis funct,ions as recently introduced in [8, 22].
This model structure is very powerful in accurately describing system's transfer funclions with only few parameters. It
generalizes the situation of Laguerre functions, for which a
frequency domain identification analysis has been provided

Keywords: Systern identification; transfer function estirnation;
frequency domajn metho<i; asymptotic analysis.

1 Introduction
The identification of models on the basis of frequency domain data is a subject that atlracts a grorving.number of
researchers and engineers. Especially in application areas
where experimental data of a process with (partly) unkncwn
dynamics can be taken relatively cheaply, the excitation of
the process with periodic signals (as e.g. sinusoids), is an attractive way of extracting accurate information of the process
dynamics from experimenis. Due to the commercial avail-

ability of frequency analyzers that can handle huge amounts
of data by special purpose hardware, the experimental determination o[ frequency responses of dynamical systems has
gained increasing interest in application areas as ihe modelling of e.g. mechanical servo systems and flexible space
structu res.

Identification on the basis of frequency domain data can
have a number of advantages when compared to the "classical" time-domain approach. For a very nice overview of these
arguments the reader is referred to [tz]. Ilere we would like
to limit attention to the fact that dealing with frequency domain data allows us to achieve a substantial data reduction,
thus enabling us to handle huge amounts of time-domain
data, with a corresponding reduced variance of the model
estimates. Additionally, the formulation of an identification
criterion in the frequency domain can be beneficial especially
in those situations where the application of the model dictates a performance evaluation in terms of frequency domain
lNow with CNIG Trade, Transport & Industry, Kralingseweg

in [3]. The resulting identification
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scheme

will be

analyzed

and expressions Ior bias and variance will be formulated, relating the identification results to the properties of the original excitation and disturbance signals in the time domain.
This method will build on the standard identification frame-

work as developed in [12].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First,

223, 3009 AN Rottterdam, The Netherlands.
lAuthor to whom correspondence should be addreosed.
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we will formaii- cur problem setting. Subsequently we will
analyse the esri : r.'uion results for an identification criterion
over a finitc nunrber of frequencies. Next the situation of an
infinite nurnber of frequencies will be considered. Asymptotic l.iias and asyrnptotic variance expressions will be provided, for infinite and for finiie model order (undermodelling). For all prools of presented results the rcader is referred to the extended paper [6].

thal is very flexible, being based on a recently introduced
generalized orthonormal basis. The related theory as presented in [.i], shows that for any scalar stable all-pass transfer function G6 with balanced realization (A, B,C,D) the
sequence of functions
Y*(z) = (zI

a data generating system, and the measurement data that is obtained from this system, allow a

G.(z)

description

u(r;

minimum-phase transfer function. u(l) will be a bounded
quasi-stationary deterministic signal. g is the shift operator,

qu(t)=u(t+t).

As Iurther notational convention, let TN denote the integer
interval TN := Z n [0, // - 1]. For a signal z(t) being defined

on ?N, we will denote
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Using the system's equations, similar as in [12], we now can
express the ETFE by

yx(",.r)

;ffi
where

= G"(ei"') * '9(e'"r)

* F(e'",)

F(e''r1=ffi

(13)

(14)

and where S(e'"t; is a term due to the pasi, of the input
signal, {u(l)},.e. Written in vector notation we can rewrite
this into:

Orthonormal Basis Functions
In the identification problem (5) we will employ a

Z(e'"t) =

(5)

3 Model Parametrization with
linear

model parametrization

G

SQ'',)0

Lo

Go(e''t) = g(ei'r)oo

where G(ei'r,d) is the parametrized frequency response of
the modei, and d ranges over an appropriate parameter space
O € IR"'while n, < ilr. The specific (linear) parametrization of the model is considered in the next section.
Note that the least squares criterion (5) implies that more
attention is paid to those frequency regions which have a
relatively denser frequency grid within Wfr,.

G(ei",0) =

(9)

Building upon the relation (8) for the riata generating system, we wili write

then we consider the identification problem:

:
6 :=

(8)

4 Parameter Estimate

id

Wiur=

= [t V{(ei,,1 ... Vf ,(e;"';1 ,

t=[b

entif. cati o n p ro bl em :
Given measurements of input and output dala
{z(z), y(t)}, t eTN , given a frequency grid }Vi/,
do

LJr(z).

with n, = ntn * 1.
The estimated parameter vector is denoted by

(3)

The identification probiem that we consider now can be
stated as follows.
Frequen cy

[

With respect to our formulated frequency domain ident,ification problem, it follows t,hat - for a specifically chosen basis
!rQ) - the regression vector /(ei'r) in (6) is given by

,2tk rtrcr
t- - nNt
tlf
l

:= {r.

(7)

Note that Y/z) e TlHr^t't with n6 the McMillan degree of
G6 (dimension of .4), and trp € IRr*"'.
The advantage of this generalized basis is ihat iI a proper
choice of dynamics (set of poles) is incorporated into the basis functions ),i, then the series expansion (8) shows an increasing speed of convergence. Consequently the accuracy of
afinite expansion model willsubstantially increase. For more
details on the use of these basis functions see [8, 22). Herc
we limit the discussion by remarking that for specif,c choices
of all-pass functions, well known "classical" basis functions
result, as the standard shift I/1(z) =:-1, and the Laguerre
funclions induced by a first order all-pass function G6(z).

tributed random variables, having zero mean, variance ol,
and bounded moments of all orders. lI, is a siable proper

Qi7

=, *

(1)

where G,(z) is a rational transfer function, ana]ytic in lzl >
1, u(Z) is a realization of a stationary stochastic process with
rational spectral density iD,(u.,), satisfying u(Z) = H.(q)e(t)
where e(t) is a sequence of independent identically dis-

.

.Go(r)r

{I*}*=0,...,- such that

It is assumed that

.'r'N'-

B

generates an orthonormal basis for the space of stable
systems 7lll2. As a result there exist unique D, and

2 Problem setting

y(t) = G"(q)"(r) +

- A)-t

(6)
1
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(1s)

lvi

Assurrrption 5.L The input signal u(t) satisfies the conrlition that there etisls a bounded lunclion Qu(u) sueh lhat
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and thus illustrating the boundedness of the expression in
(22).

The next lemma is a classical result for ETFE estimates.

(i7)

Lemma 5.2 (Brillinger l2l) Let the input signol
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)
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Using Lemma 5.2 we can state the following result for the
estimated parameters in the asymptotic case when lY co, where we will address the i-th element of the vecior of
estimated parameters a 1f O) * a,.

(21)

Proposition 5.3 Consider Assumption 5.1 and the erpressions (i9), (20) oJ the eslimated porameters 0 (5), while

is

guaranteed if a sufficient number of different frequencies is
selected in the frequency grid, formalized in the foilowing
lemmat.

Il

(24)

;

N/V

(20)

Invertibility of the (block-Toeplitz) matrix O'Q in (18)

0

ll"lrp nlrr'1 -Qll2sctff.

be given by

so V (18) is well defined.

e=

(1e)

The transfer function estimate of the identified model will

Gt(r'') = g(e'-)0.

-

...

)1'?

os rV
- a, where the rale oJ conuergence is llN element
wise. Additionally, there etists a constan! cr € IR such that

For the bias and covariance of the estimated parameters (5)
il can simply be verified that

IE[d]
cor[d]

sotists

Assumplion 5.1. Then

and provided 0'iD is nonsingular. Given (15), (17) and (18)
it follows that the least squares parameter estimate (5) can
be expressed as
0

(23)

with U1.r(e''r) the DFT of the input signal over one period,

where

{, =

Q2)

Q;t(u),

Uy(e,ut)

where Z reflects a term due to undermodelling, S represents
the effect of unknown past inputs, and F reflects a term due
to the noise.
The parameter estimate can be constructed lrom matrix operations according to

Lerrrnra 4.L

QL,

that

V{-r1e'-',7

d=VG

v or €

Whenever Nrl N * 0, the condition mentioned in Assumption 5.1, implies that the input signals has to be periodic. In
the situation oI a periodic input signal with period length I/,
and assuming that I{/tY, is integer valued, it can be verified

..

li:".:

(l,=

a

?lyN(e''.)l'= o"(r.)

ar € [0,2r), is conlinuous, ercept Jor ot mosl
o
number
ol points, and bounded.
f,nite

where

S_ [s(r'"') ... s(ei'n,11r
F_ Ir(r,.,) ... I(e'.r,;1r

M

Nr

column rank, and

2 nr.

Then

(b)

As a result of this lemma, the parameter estimaie (5),(ii)
wiil be unique, provided that a sufficient number of sinusoids

N

covlo,,

is present in the input signal. This situation is similar to

o

1l-

/v,

i v,rvi,*B orf*0.
(25 )

the corresponding time-domain least squares problem. Note
that in the case considered here, the regression vector / is
composed of basis functions only.

Part (a) of the proposition shows that in case there is no undermodelling, i.e. Z = 0, the parameter estimate is asymptotically unbiased. In this situation, consistency of the pararneter estimate follows from part (b), by realizing that the
right-hand side expression of (25) is bounded, and thus the
covariance will tend to 0Ior increasing lY. A similar consistency result will hold for the estimated frequency response

5 Analysis for finite number N, of
frequencies
lVe will first restrict the anaylsis of the identified model to
the situation where the number of frequencies lV, in the criterion is finite. In order to relate the parameter estimate
to the real dynamic properties of the underlying systern, we
have to impose additional conditions on the input signal. To
this end the following a-ssumption is formulated.

of the model.

Proposition 5.3 provides an asymptotic expression for the
covariance of the est.imated parameters. Ilowever, (25) does
nol provide much insight in the underlying mechanisms.
Struciurally more simple expressions can be obtained when
we let the number i\ of frequencies tend to infinity. This
will be discussed in the following sections,

lThe authors are indebted to Peter Heuberger for his contribution
to providing a proof of this Lemma.
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6

Asymptotic bias expression

will have a high speed of conversion, and so the asymptotic
bias in Corollary 6.4 will be accordingly small. For more de-

In this section we will derive expressions for the bias in both
the parameter estimate (5) as well as the transfer funclion
estimate (21), for the asymptotic situation that the identification criterion is calculat,ed over an infinite number lY, of

tails on this bound see [22].
Note that the above results are obtained for an infinite number of time and frequency domain data points. Since lf, = 1[
is allowed, it is not required that the input signal is periodic.
The condition on the input signal is that it contains /[, different frequency components unequal to zero, whiie rY,
co.

frequencies.
In these asymptotic results we have to restrict the choice
offrequency grid in such a way that the frequency points are

-

equidistantly spaced.

Assumption 6.L

The trequency grid W"y,

C Oir, (4),

7 Asymptotic

(3)

For deriving asymptotic variance expressions in the given
situation use is made of Lemma 6.2. In the follwoing results
we will denote the grouped elements (block eiements) of the
vector of estimated parameters (10) as

salisfes

2r(k

,r=-};-

-

1\

V flr>O

o

start the asymptotic bias analysis by evaluating the properties of ihe matrix iD'O.
We

Lemma 6.2 Consider Assrmption 6.1.

Ao,=b
Ai ,= LT-, i = 1,... , n.

Then

,l

Theorem 7.L Consider Assumplions 5.1, 6.1 and the

or]*9

;;Q'O*1
NP

maled poramefers

NP

where the rate ol conuergence is nf N, element wise.
Additionally, there etists a constant cr € IR such lhat

1

lim lf

,v,Nr-o
n' r'r
-f,'r;-u

n-n

ll+0'0-Illz<q#
tYp
tYp

=

D

This lemma shows that the parameter estimate is numerically very well conditioned in the asymptotic case.
The following theorem addresses the asymptotic bias in the

Fori

*

Then, Jor i, k

cov[O; , gr

>

Iim

IE[o]

:

il

]=

I--vs(e'')viG;')e-'{,-)ffia,.

a,

covfdi, dr ] =

*

/-,Ys(e,')Gi-tk")ffiar,

=,L=0

T;_U

--,I3h :e:-n

This theorem shows that asymptotically in t,he number of
time-domain data samples (lf, < 1f) and in the number of

N'

frequencies over which the identification criterion is defined,

For the asymptotic bias in the transfer function estimate we
have lhe following result.

IE[Gr(e'';f) =
,fin1 (c.1.'')E

6.3.

o

Additionally it can be shown that the amplitude of this
asymptotic bias term can be bounded by an expression
@

llLrVrlr''

)l

n"
( flvs(e'')l;-

n'f ."a | > ,r

etR, while

;;.:,-.,

Nr

* l--*Et

(2e)

o

asymptotic covariance does not depend on the number of estimaf,ed parameters ftp = nbn * 1, as opposed to the asymptotic covariance of the transfer funct,ion estimate given below. Furthermore, it follows directly from Theorem 7.1, and
orthonormality of ihe basis functions V1(ei'), that the estimated parameters are uncorrelated when Q,(u)/(D"(a,,) is
constant over frequency.
Theorem 6.3 and 7.1 show that the estimated parameters are
asymptotically in il, unbiased and that the variance converges to zero as fl goes to infinity. Hence, the parameter
estimate is consistent, also in the case of undermodelling.

L1"Yv(e'').

N,-n-

ffcov[o;,6r]=

The condition * r 0 in Theorem 7.1, togeiher with Assumption 5.1 or 6.1, imply that the input signal u(t) has to
be periodic for t € 7N, with a period length of 4 points.
Note that (27), (28) and (29) show that the a^symptotic covariance of the esiimated para"meters does noi depend on
the number of periods NlN, in the input signal. Also, the

the parametrized part of the model can be estimated unbiasedly, despite the possible presence of undermodelling.

.1tl

e7)

(28)
and Jor i

Corollary 6.4 Consider lhe situotion ol Theorem
Then lor all u e 10,2r),

esti-

1

Let the jrequency grid lV"p satisJy Assump-

tion 6.1. Then

with ,r e

(5).

)landk=0

lim

estimaied parameters.

Theorem 6.3

variance expressions

(26)

For time domain parameter estimation using a FIR model
structure a white noise input signal is necessary to obtain
this result, see If0].
For t,he covariance of lhe frequency response estimate we

smatter

when the poles that are present in the all-pass function Go
approach the poles of the actual system G,. In other words,
for an appropriately chosen basis, the series expansion (8)

have the following result.
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Theorem 7.2 Consider Assurnption 5.1, 6.1 and lhe
mated transler lunction(21). Let d,P e[0,2r). Then

..fl
Iim 71,.'
N'Nt-6

with bias considerations for those frequency regions where
O,(()/O,(() is relatively small. This is a somewhat surpris-

esti-

-1

ing and (to the authors'best knowledge) new result. The existing literaiure only addresses the situation where the model
order n goes to infinity also. In that case the variance always
increases with the model order, see e.g. [tZ] and Theorem 7.6

cov[G/1e'') , Gt (r'P)l

]v. r..
-t'*;-u

= + I,P^(a,()Pi@,c)ffiac

below.

(30)

Remark 7.4 The results obtained in this and lhe preuious
seclion are in accordance with and octually are lurther generalizations o! lhe results obtained in l3l, where a similar

where

P"(u,():=

+(
/4

, -r
Yo \s'iYo\c'-*;
+v{(e'')vo(e-'',

('u*"4)' -

['

')

id.entificotion problem is anolysed Jor an integral identif,cation criterion (fl, * a) and Laguerre basis lunctions, and
uhere no undermodelling is considered.

)

(31)

Before discussing ihis result, we will first present the fol-

Similar to the situaiion {or the time-domain identification of

lowing Corollary.

finite expansion models, we can arrive at simple

Corollary 7.3 Consider the situation ol Theorem 7.2 and
in addition lel O,(()/@,(C) = | lor a/l ( e [0,2r). Then

for the asymptotic variance of the estimated parameters and
transfer function in the situation that the model order n goes
to infinity also.
In order to formulate this resuit we will build upon the expression (27) and we will show thal this can be {ormulated in
a simple way, utilizing an orthonormal transformation that
is induced by the basis functions that we apply. This transforrnation is introduced in [ZZ].

r,I,1Ir 3.2.1-o

!

,o1161 1r'"),Gt

G'\) =

ftrr,{o,

g),

(32)

N'NI

and

lim

1l

*-h-o ",

var[G/(ei')] -

1+ nllvo(ei')ll3
flp

(33)

o

expressions

Deflnition 7.5 (Hambo transform l22l.) Let Q(w) be a
rationol spectral density funclion with stable spectral /octor
I{(e:'"), and let G6 be o scalar inner lunclion with balanced
reolizotion (A,B,C,D) that induces on orlhonormal basis

Theorem 7.2 provides an expression for the covariance of
the esiimated transfer function for the situation of a finite
model order. At first sight the expressions (30) and (31)
may seem a bit complicated; however one has to realize that
when given a basis generating system G5 and a model order, ihe expression (31) can be calculated directly. The fact
that an accessible expression is provided for the variance also
{or finite modei orders is opposed to the situation for timedomain prediciion error methods, see e.g. [11, 14, 12,23].
However, in order to be able to establish these expressions,
we need a periodic input signal, instead of a quasi-stationary
one which is required in the time domain identification case.
Note that (30) shows that the asymptotic covariance of the
transfer function estimate does not depend on the number oI
periods NlN, \n the input signal, and that the asymptotic
cova.riance betrveen transfer function estimates ai different
frequencies is nonzero for finite model orders.

Y{z)

Jor

is defined

712. Then the Hambo lranslormed, spectrum6(w)
by

61r; ,=

frr 1"-''1ii

1"'"1

with

ii(t) = l/(:)1,-,=ry1^, and
//()):= A+B(^-D)-'C.

tr

Applying this orthonormal transformation io the result (27),
then an analysis similar to the one applied in the timedomain case ([22]), leads to

n,lj,l_
tr,,f;-,

Coroilary 7.3 shows that the variance of the transfer function estimate will be relatively large where ll'Pe(e'')ll! is large
(provided that O,(()/0.(() is not relatively small for those
frequencies). Thus, in general the variance will be relatively

fl

cov[61

1,'lu(i-t)6,,
,6t) = *
l__o,1,;6,1,;-

showing that this expression equals .E(i - ,l;), with ,R(r) the
(matrix) covariarce function related to the n6 x nb spectral
density function Q,(a,r)Q" (ar)-t.
Based on this result we can now formulate the following theorem, showing an asymptotic variance expression that is similar to the related time-domain result.

large near the poles of the basis generating system, and hence
near the poles of the system itself for a properly chosen basis
generating system (see [8, 22]). Additionally, noise at frequencies not situated near the poles of the basis generating

Theorern 7.6 Consider Assumptions 5.1, 6.1 and, the eslimated transJer Junction(21). Let d,P el0,2r). Then

system (e.g. high frequency noise) usually will be relatively
harmless.

The frequency region (with regard to ( and a fixed or)
where P.(rr.,, () is relatively large becomes more concenirated around ( = , when the model order n increases.
If A,(r.r)/O"(u) is relatively small, then an increase of the
model order can very well lead to a reduction of the variance in this frequency region. It follows t,hat, up to a certain model order, variance considerations do not conflict

!i*

N,Nr,n-e

t'ff-o

!
nD

,oulGt

(r'')

- b,6t 1r'e7 -

(o

{ }rr..1.,"yrr,(,-,")ffi
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b) =

for G5(ei") *
for a = p.

Go("tP),

o

II
The asymptoiic-in-order result shows a very simple expression for the asymptotic variance of the estimated transfer
function, where the asymptotic variance at a specific frequency is equal to a frequency weighted noise-to-signal ratio
at that frequency. The frequency weighting is completely determined by the basis functions that are used in our model
structure. This result exactly matches the equivalent form
that has been derived for time-domain identification [22].
However in the current situation a periodic input signal is
required instead of a general quasi-stationary one.

[7]

[1

8

0]

Conclusions
[1 1]

an
is based on time-domain data and

an identification criterion that is Iormulated in the frequency
[r 2]

domain. First the siiuation is considered of infinite timedomain data and a criterion over a finite number of frequencies. Additionally, the number of frequencies is taken to go to
infinity also. As a modei structure, a linear parametrization
in terms of recently introduced generalized basis functions is
employed, being a generalization o{ the classica} pu}se, Laguerre and Kautz type bases.
For the infinite-frequency criterion, it is shown that the
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